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Abstract
Besides content scaling, modality conversion is an important aspect of content adaptation. In this paper, we study
modality conversion of a multimedia document under the constraints of available resource and human factor (user
preference). We ﬁrst formulate the content adaptation process of a multimedia document as a general constrained
optimization problem and then extend it to effectively support modality conversion. To represent conversion
boundaries between different modalities, we propose the overlapped content value (OCV) model that relates the content
value of different modalities with resources. Also, the human factor is speciﬁed in the form of modality conversion
preference, and then integrated into the framework by modifying the OCV model. We apply the Viterbi algorithm of
dynamic programming and its fast approximation to the optimization problem with a practical resource constraint,
namely the total datasize. Experiments demonstrate that modality conversion (in combination with content scaling)
brings a wider range of adaptation for QoS support. Moreover, the proposed approach is shown to be effective to apply
in practice.
r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Content adaptation is a key solution to support
the quality of service (QoS) for multimedia services
over heterogeneous environments [9,7]. More
speciﬁcally, multimedia documents are adapted
to meet various constraints from terminals, netCorresponding author. Tel.: +82 42 866 6279;

fax: +82 42 866 6245.
E-mail address: yro@icu.ac.kr (Y.M. Ro).

work connections, and user preference, while
providing the best possible presentation to the
user. Content adaptation has two major aspects:
one is modality conversion (also called transmoding), which converts contents from one modality
to a different modality (e.g. from video to image or
text); the other is content scaling, which changes
the amount of resource (e.g. datasize) and so the
quality of the contents without converting their
modalities. The term resource here means a kind of
computing support needed for delivering contents
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to the user. Typical types of resources include
datasize, bitrate, complexity, power supply, etc. It
should be noted that, in the literature, the term
transcoding is often interchangeable with content
adaptation. In this paper, transcoding is used as a
common name for both content scaling and
modality conversion.
Most research on content adaptation for multimedia documents has so far focused on content
scaling (e.g. [9,7]). However, content scaling sometimes may not be able to support a wide range of
resource constraint variations, and a possible
solution to this problem is to convert the contents
into other modalities. For example, let us consider
the adaptation of a multimedia document containing multiple content objects (e.g., videos, images),
under the datasize constraint. This type of resource
constraint can be obtained from the available
memory at the target terminal, or the product of
connection bitrate and download time. When the
datasize constraint is too low, some objects may be
scaled with very low qualities or even discarded. In
this case, it can be expected that a sequence of
‘‘important’’ images may be more appropriate than
a scaled video of low quality, and some textual
description could be more useful than simply
discarding an image. These are some typical
examples of modality conversion, i.e., video-toimage and image-to-text. So, modality conversion,
in combination with content scaling, may bring a
wider adaptation range for QoS support. For each
content object, two important questions corresponding to the two aspects of content adaptation are:
1. ‘‘What is the output modality of the object?’’
2. ‘‘What is the quality (content value) of the
object?’’
Generally, there are four main factors that may
affect the decision on modality conversion [34].
The ﬁrst factor is the modality capability, which is
the support for the user’s consumption of certain
modalities. This factor can be determined from the
characteristics of a terminal (e.g., text-only pager),
or surrounding environments (e.g., a too noisy
place). The second factor is the user preference
(i.e., the human factor) that shows the user’s
interest in different modalities. The third factor

includes the resource constraints, e.g., at some
point the allocated amount of memory is not
enough to play a video content. The fourth factor
is the semantics of the content itself. For instance,
between an interview video and a ballet video, the
provider would be more willing to convert the
former to a stream of text.
Many previous studies tackle speciﬁc cases of
modality conversion under the constraint of
modality capability. For instance, text-to-speech
(TTS) technologies have long been used for many
applications, such as receiving emails through
telephones [40], or reading textual contents on
PC screens for blind users [3]. And, video-to-image
conversion can be employed to send an image
sequence (i.e., a video summary) to a terminal that
does not support video playback (e.g., [16]). Some
recent studies use metadata to help automate the
processing of conversion between speciﬁc modalities [19,2]. Meanwhile, there has so far been a little
research on modality conversion under the resource constraint. In [23], modality is considered
as one variable of the adaptation of a multimedia
document to resource constraint, yet this approach
does not show the relationship between different
modalities. The work in [24] uses the Lagrangian
method for selecting content versions of different
modalities. However, as shown later in Section 6,
if the quality is modeled by a non-concave
function of the resource, this method is not
suitable to ﬁnd the output modality (as well as
the quality). The research in [6] presents a crossmedia adaptation scheme, but no QoS framework
has been established. Recently, the use of modality
conversion for QoS management in streaming
service has been investigated through representing
the qualities of different modalities with respect to
the amount of resource [32]. In these previous
studies, the user preference on modality conversion is not considered. Moreover, the usefulness of
modality conversion in adapting multimedia documents under the low resource constraint has not
been quantitatively shown.
In this paper, we propose a systematic approach
that can convert (and scale) the content objects of
a multimedia document subject to the resource
constraint and the user preference. We formulate
the content adaptation process of a multimedia
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document as a general constrained optimization
problem and then extend it to support modality
conversion. The overlapped content value (OCV)
model, ﬁrst mentioned in [33], is employed to
describe the relationship between the resources
and the content values of different modalities.
Based on the OCV model, we then propose a novel
way for incorporating the user preference on
modality conversion into the adaptation process.
In terms of the constrained optimization problem,
we propose two algorithms based on the Viterbi
algorithm of dynamic programming to ﬁnd
accurate solutions, thus helping answer the two
above questions for each content object. Through
experiments, we verify that when modality conversion is applied, the user will receive higher
overall quality. The proposed approach is also
shown to be effective in (1) supporting the user
preference on modality conversion and (2) selecting the destination modalities of objects under
different conditions of the resource constraint.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses some related work. Section 3 presents an
overview of content adaptation, including modality conversion. In Section 4, the modeling of
modality conversion is shown by the OCV model,
which relates the content qualities of different
modalities. The user preference on modality
conversion and its use in the adaptation process
are presented in Section 5. Section 6 addresses
dynamic programming based methods to determine the modality and quality of contents in the
adaptation. In Section 7, we present experiments
that show the usefulness of the proposed approach. Finally, Section 8 presents our conclusions
and future work.

2. Related work
The problem of content adaptation for QoS
management has long been studied. As described
in [20], the problem may have single or multiple
resources, and single or multiple qualities. Our
work in this paper focuses on the problem with a
single quality (called content value) and a single
resource (namely datasize). Actually, a quality
measure consistent with human perception and an
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efﬁcient resource allocation method are the two
most important issues in content adaptation for
QoS management [8]. However, a good quality
measure is still an open research topic because the
quality is subjective and may vary between
different users. In order to customize the quality
for different users, the user preference may be
employed [23,8]. As to the resource allocation
issue, a lot of studies model this problem as a
variation of the rate-distortion framework
[9,24,27] which is solved by either the Lagrangian
method, the dynamic programming method, or
various related approximation methods [27,28].
While formulations based on the rate-distortion
framework often consider the case of a single
resource, they can be straightforwardly extended
to handle multiple resources (e.g., bitrate and
complexity in [22]). Besides, some authors employ
the formulation of the multiple choice knapsack
problem (MCKP) for the resource allocation issue,
which results in various interesting approximation
algorithms for both single resource case [5] and
multiple resource case [20]. Recently, a good
overall picture for video adaptation with multiple
resources and multiple utilities (qualities) has been
described in [8].
Modality conversion is also an interesting topic
in Human Computer Interfaces (HCI). Traditionally, HCI studies the use of multiple modalities for
the interface between human and computers/
terminals. As terminals become more and more
heterogeneous, some HCI-related research considers the changes of modalities in the interface
according to different terminal characteristics (e.g.
[1,11,4]). In [1], the authors mention the idea of a
data model which is independent of modalities, so
as to give the user the same experience across
different interfaces. In [11], users’ choices of
presentation modalities for different terminals are
subjectively investigated, resulting in general
guidelines of converting modalities in certain
contexts. It should be noted that, in HCI, not
only contents modalities but also interaction
modalities (e.g., voice or keyboard) are subject to
conversion [4]. In addition, modality conversion
could be particularly useful for disabled users to
access multimedia contents [3,35]; however, this
research area still requires more study.
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Some recent standardization activities target
content adaptation. Regarding the modality conversion aspect of content adaptation, MPEG-7
[13] describes a wide variety of modalities by
different classiﬁcation schemes (e.g., ContentCS,
GraphicsCodingCS, etc.). The modality capability
of a terminal can be determined from Usage
Environment descriptions of MPEG-21 Digital
Item Adaptation (DIA) [14]. MPEG-21 DIA also
provides the Conversion Preference tool to specify
the user preference on modality conversion, and
the Universal Constraints description tool to
deﬁne the (resource) constraints of the adaptation
[14]. Meanwhile, the W3C creates the Composite
Capability/Preference Proﬁles (CC/PP) protocol to
exchange the characteristics of users and terminals
[39]. In addition, description tools which suggest
how to convert modalities will also be standardized by MPEG [31].

3. Overview of content adaptation
This section presents an overview of content
adaptation. While modality conversion is the main
point of this paper, content scaling is also
described in detail due to the close relationship
of these two operations.
3.1. Adaptation engine
First, let us deﬁne some basic terms used in this
paper. From the highest level, a multimedia
document is a container of one or more content
objects (or object for short). An object is an entity
conveying some information, e.g., a football
match. Each object may have many content
versions of different modalities and qualities. A
content version is a physical instance of the object,
e.g., a video or audio ﬁle reporting a football
match. The modality of a content version may be
single (e.g., video only or text only) or combined
(e.g., ‘‘audio+video’’ modality combining both
video and audio).
In a multimedia system, content adaptation is
carried out by an adaptation engine whose
architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. The adaptation engine consists of three main parts: a deci-

Fig. 1. Architecture of an adaptation engine. The decision
engine analyzes the content descriptions, resource constraints,
and user preferences to make optimal decisions on content
scaling and modality conversion.

sion engine, a modality converter, and a content
scaler.
The decision engine has three important metadata inputs. The ﬁrst input is the content description, which provides a format-agonistic adaptation
engine with information about multimedia contents to be adapted (e.g., genres, bitrates, formats,
etc.). The second input consists of the resource
constraints that show the characteristics of networks and terminals (e.g., bitrate, storage). The
third input is the user preference. In this paper, the
user preference implicitly means the user preference on modality conversion (or modality conversion preference). The decision engine analyzes
these inputs and then makes optimal decisions on
modality conversion and content scaling.
The modality converter and the content scaler
include speciﬁc (modality) conversion and (content) scaling operations in order to adapt the
content objects according to instructions from the
decision engine. Some objects may be passed
directly to the content scaler, without converting
their modality; while others are ﬁrst passed to the
modality converter, and then possibly to the
content scaler.
The modality converter and the content scaler
can be either offline or online. In the ofﬂine case,
content objects are transcoded in advance into
various versions of different modalities and
qualities; then under certain constraints, appropriate versions are selected and sent to the user
[34,23,24]. In the online case, the needed versions
are created on the ﬂy. The decision engine, in all
cases, must ﬁnd the appropriate modality and the
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level of scaling for each object. That is, the
functionality of the decision engine is essentially
the same for both online and ofﬂine transcodings.
Besides that, the current trend is to ease online
transcoding by various techniques, such as employing scalable coding [26] and bitstream syntax
metadata [29]. So, the decision engine needs to be
examined in the ﬁrst place. The mechanism of a
decision engine that can make accurate decisions
on modality conversion, as well as content scaling,
is the very focus of this paper.
3.2. General problem formulation
To adapt a multimedia document to resource
constraints, the decision engine must answer the
two questions raised in Section 1 for every object.
Otherwise, we cannot apply appropriate conversion and scaling operations to the objects. To this
end, the decision-making process is ﬁrst presented
as a traditional constrained optimization problem.
Denote N as the number of objects in the
multimedia document. For each object i in the
document, we have the following deﬁnitions:







Vi is the content value of the object.
Ri ¼ fRi1 ; Ri2 ; . . . ; RiL g is the set of resources of
the object where Ril is the amount of resource l
that object i consumes; and L is the number of
resources.
Pi is the user preference for the object.
M ¼ fm1 ; m2 ; . . . ; mZ g is the modality capability
that lists the indexes of supported modalities; Z
is the number of supported modalities.

The normal trend is that Vi is a non-decreasing
function with respect to each Ril. Vi also depends
on the personal evaluation of the user. In addition,
when some modalities are not supported at the
target terminal, the content versions of those
modalities will be useless. So, Vi can be represented as a function of Ri, Pi, and M:
V i ¼ f i ðRi; Pi; MÞ.

(1)

Given a set of resource constraints
Rc ¼ fRc1 ; Rc2 ; . . . RcL g, we have the problem statement as follows:
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Find Ri for each object, so as to
maximize

N
X

wi  V i

i¼1

while

N
X

Ril pRcl

i¼1

for all l ¼ 1:::L,

ð2Þ

where wi is the importance value of object i,
0pwi p1.
After solving the amounts of resources from
problem (2), one can ﬁnd the modality and the
quality for each object using (1). This is actually
the conventional problem of resource allocation
[9,24,27,28]. Our goal is to extend this framework
to effectively support modality conversion. Here,
two main challenging issues are: (1) the quantiﬁcation of the content value, and (2) the method to
accurately decide the amounts of resources (and so
the modality and the content value) for each object
given that quantiﬁcation. The ﬁrst issue will be
tackled by Sections 4 and 5, while the second issue
will be the topic of Section 6.

4. Overlapped content value model
As the ﬁrst step to quantify the content value in
the context of modality conversion, this section
deals with the modeling of content value w.r.t.
resources and modalities. For simplicity, in this
and the next sections, we present chieﬂy the case of
a single resource, where the set of resources Ri is
replaced by resource Ri. The involvement with
multiple resources can be treated in a similar
manner [20].
The process of content scaling, either online or
ofﬂine, can be represented by some ‘‘rate-quality’’
curve, which shows the quality of a scaled content
according to the bitrate (or any resource in
general). A recent trend is to use the rate-quality
curve as metadata to automate content scaling
[38,18,37]. Usually, the curve is obtained for a
particular modality because each modality has its
own scaling characteristics. Extending the concept
of the rate-quality curve, we propose the overlapped content value model to conceptually
represent both the content scaling and modality
conversion of each content object.
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The OCV model of an object consists of
multiple rate-quality curves representing the content value of different modalities versus the
amount of resource. The number of curves in the
model is the number of modalities the object
would have. Fig. 2a illustrates the OCV model of
an object that is originally of video modality.
Here, the rate-quality curve of each modality
(called modality curve) can be assigned manually
or automatically. For example, the provider may
manually set the rate-quality curve to be a log
function [24]; and in [18], utility functions (i.e.,
rate-quality curves) are estimated in an automatic
way using a machine learning approach. Normally, a modality curve saturates when the
amount of resource is high. Each point on a
modality curve corresponds to a content version of
that modality. The intersection points of the
modality curves represent the conversion boundaries between the modalities. Though not really
mandatory, each modality curve should cut
another one, at most, at one point. Similar to
rate-quality curves in image/video coding, the
OCV model can be either operational (i.e.,
empirically measured) or parametric [28].
The content value function is the convex hull of
the modality curves in the OCV model (Fig. 2b).
We call a point on the content value function a
selection. Denote VMij(Ri) as the modality curve of
modality j of object i, j ¼ 1 . . . J i , where Ji is the
number of modalities of object i and j ¼ 1 is the
index of the original modality; VM ij ðRi ÞX0 for all
j ¼ 1 . . . J i ; and rij XRi where rij is the maximum
amount of resource for the modality j of object i.

The content value function of object i can be
represented as follows:
V i ¼ maxfVM ij ðRi Þjj ¼ 1 . . . J i g.

(3)

If we know the amount of resource allocated for
an object, we can ﬁnd its appropriate modality and
content value by mapping the amount of resource
to the content value function. As the amount of
resource decreases from a maximum to zero, the
object’s modality will be converted in an ordered
manner. For instance, in Fig. 2, the original video
modality will be converted to image, to audio, and
then to text. We say, the order of video-to-video
conversion is ‘‘ﬁrst’’, the order of video-to-image is
‘‘second’’, and so on. Obviously, the order of
video-to-video (‘‘ﬁrst’’) is higher than the order of
video-to-image (‘‘second’’). These orders of conversions are called existing orders, as opposed to
the user’s orders described later in Section 5.
Currently, to measure the content value, we
decompose it into perceptual quality and semantic
quality. The former refers to the user’s satisfaction
in perceiving an object, regardless of what
information the object contains; the latter, which
is crucial for modality conversion, refers to the
amount of conveyed information, regardless of
how the object is presented. The content value can
be deﬁned as the average of these two qualities.
The perceptual and semantic qualities can be
obtained from subjective tests, where for each
adapted version subjects give scores of the two
qualities compared to the original version. The
detailed procedure and result analysis of these
subjective tests can be found in [32,36].

Fig. 2. Overlapped content value model of a content object (a). The model consists of modality curves; each curve relates the content
value of a modality to the amount of resource. The ﬁnal content value function is the convex hull of the modality curves (b).
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Fig. 3a depicts an OCV model obtained from
the subjective test of an audiovisual object. The
original object has both audio and video channels;
its combined modality is called ‘‘audio+video’’,
denoted as AV. This OCV model shows that, to
give the best quality at a certain amount of
resource, the original AV modality may be
converted to ‘‘audio+image’’ modality (denoted
as AI, where the video channel is converted to an
image sequence), to audio modality (where the
video channel is removed), and to text modality
(which is the transcription of the audio channel).
The text modality does not include the description
of the visual scene because we intentionally want
the user to receive similar information from the
audio and text modalities. Here, the scaling
operation for the AV modality is increasing the
quantization parameter of the video channel [37];
and the scaling operation for the AI modality is
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reducing the number of key-images extracted from
the video channel [21] (the audio channel is
unchanged). The audio modality is scaled by
reducing the audio spectrum [10], and the text
modality is scaled by summarizing the textual
content [25]. More information about content
formats and scaling/conversion methods used in
the subjective test can be found in [32,36].
Another example OCV model for an image
object is shown in Fig. 3b. This model includes the
curves of image, audio, and text modalities.
However we can see that the audio modality curve
is below the convex hull, so this modality is not
selected in the adaptation except when only audio
modality is supported at the terminal. The scaling
operation for the image modality of this object is
reducing the spatial resolution.
The orders of conversions of the AV and image
objects are given in the second and third rows of

10

content value

8
6
AV curve

4

AI curve
Audio curve

2

Text curve
0
0

100

200

(a)

300

400
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600

datasize

content value

10
8
6
4
Image curve
Audio curve
Text curve

2
0
0

(b)

50

100

150
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datasize

Fig. 3. OCV models obtained from subjective tests for an AV object (a) and an image object (b).
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Table 1
Example orders of conversions. Each cell shows the order of a
conversion from one modality to one modality
From\To AV
AV
Image
Text

AI

Image

Audio

Text

First
Second
Unsupported Third
Fourth
Unsupported Unsupported First
Third
Second
Unsupported Unsupported Unsupported Second First

Note: some conversions are not supported.

Table 1. Note that the maximum content value of
each object is 10. These two operational OCV
models can be used directly in content adaptation.
Besides, parametric OCV models can be obtained
by curve-ﬁtting to the empirical data of each
modality curve. When the object is involved with
multiple resources, the modality curves become
‘‘modality surfaces’’ in a multidimensional space,
and the above discussion is still valid.
In one sense, the OCV model is somewhat
similar to the InfoPyramid framework [24], which
describes the pre-transcoded versions of an object
(i.e., in the ofﬂine case). Yet, the key advantages of
the OCV model include: (1) it clariﬁes the relationship of modality conversion and content scaling for
both ofﬂine and online transcodings; and especially
(2) it is the underlying basis to handle the modality
conversion preference as presented in the following.
5. Modality conversion preference in content
adaptation
This section addresses the dependence of the
content value on the user preference, which is the
second step to quantify the content value in our
approach. We ﬁrst present an efﬁcient speciﬁcation
of modality conversion preference and then
propose a method to integrate the user preference
into the adaptation process, speciﬁcally to modify
the OCV model. This user preference (ofﬁcially
named Conversion Preference) [33] was developed
as a description tool for MPEG-21 Digital Item
Adaptation (DIA) [14].
5.1. Modality conversion preference
During the adaptation process, there are many
possibilities of modality conversion, but the user

may prefer some modalities to others. The role of
the modality conversion preference is to enable the
user to specify his/her choices on modality
conversion for different objects.
5.1.1. Preference on modality-to-modality
conversions
We see that this user preference should not
allow for the ﬁxed choices of modality conversion
only. For example, the user requests that all videos
be converted to audios, yet if the terminal cannot
support audio modality, the objects will be
discarded. Furthermore, the user preference
should not allow only for the choices on the
destination modalities regardless of the original
modalities. For example, in some cases, audio may
be the best alternative to video, whereas text may
be the best alternative to image. Thus, we contend
that, to ﬂexibly support the various conditions of
the terminal/network, the user preference should
support choices on modality-to-modality conversions. From now on, a conversion means a
translation from an original modality to a
destination modality.
5.1.2. Two levels of preference
To help answer the two questions pointed out in
Section 1, the user preference on a conversion is
divided into two levels: a qualitative order and a
quantitative weight.
Given an object, the order of a conversion from
the object’s original modality indicates the order
by which the corresponding destination modality
will be selected as the amount of resource is
reduced. As described in Section 4, with a given
OCV model, there are already existing orders of
conversions, which can be considered as the provider’s orders and are used as the default orders for
the user. Using the modality conversion preference, the user may specify new orders of conversions that are different from the existing orders. In
that case, the OCV model will be modiﬁed
according to the user’s orders of conversions.
The weight of a conversion indicates the
importance, in the user’s view, of the corresponding destination modality of an object. The weights
help the decision engine to determine at which
content value of the current modality, modality
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conversion should be made. This is based on the
fact that the conversion boundaries between
modalities are determined by the user’s quality
evaluation of different modalities, which is very
subjective. So, the user’s weights can be used to
scale the content values of different modalities,
resulting in changes of conversion boundaries.
Each weight has a default value of 1, and the
higher the weight is, the more important the
modality. The detailed speciﬁcation of the user
preference can be found in [14]. In the following,
we focus on the use of this user preference in
quantifying the content value.
5.2. Modifying the OCV model according to the
user preference and the modality capability
In this subsection, we present methods to
effectively modify OCV models according to the
user preference. For completeness, modality capability is also considered. It should be noted that
the procedures described here are independent of
the number of resources. The modality curve
VMij(Ri) is now denoted as VMij for simplicity.
5.2.1. Modifying according to the modality
capability
When a modality is not supported, the versions
of that modality have zero content value at
the terminal. Thus, the curves of unsupported modalities should be removed. Various characteristics of terminals, users, and surrounding
environments, which may affect the set of supported modalities, have been standardized as the
description tools in MPEG-21 DIA [14]. Denote Ii
as the set of supported modalities of object i,
Ii ¼ M \ f1; . . . ; J i g. The content value is now
represented by:
V i ¼ maxfVM ij jj 2 Ii g.

(4)

5.2.2. Modifying according to the modality
conversion preference
(a) According to the orders of conversions
The orders of conversions represent the qualitative preference of the user. The user may just
want to specify this qualitative preference level,
ignoring the weights of conversions which are
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quantitative. As mentioned above, the OCV model
of a given object has the existing (or default)
orders of conversions. If the user’s orders of
conversions are different from the existing orders,
the OCV model will be changed. Denote ORDe(j)
and ORDu(j) respectively as the existing order and
user’s order of the conversion from the object’s
original modality to modality j. The algorithm to
modify the OCV model of object i according to the
user’s orders of conversions can be carried out as
follows:
Algorithm 1:
Step 0: j ¼ 1
Step 1: j ¼ 1
Step 2: If j aj and fj ; jg Ii , go to Step 3,
otherwise go to Step 5.
Step 3: If ORDe(j) is higher than ORDe(j*), go
to Step 4, otherwise go to Step 5.
Step 4: If ORDu(j) is lower than ORDu(j*),
remove VMij and go to Step 6, otherwise go to
Step 5.
Step 5: j ¼ j þ 1. If j 4J i , go to Step 6,
otherwise go back to Step 2.
Step 6: j ¼ j þ 1. If j4J i , stop, otherwise go
back to Step 1.
Essentially, this algorithm considers to remove
modality curves whose orders are not compatible
with the user preference. Normally, if ORDe(j) is
higher than ORDe(j*), modality j will be selected
before modality j*. However, when considering
the user preference, if ORDu(j) is lower than
ORDu(j*), VMij should be removed so that
modality j will not be selected before modality j*.
This comparison process (by Steps 3 and 4) is
repeated for every modality in the OCV model.
Because the number of modalities in an OCV
model is usually not many so the complexity of
this algorithm is negligible.
As an example, given the OCV model in Fig. 2,
we have the existing orders of conversions as
follows: ORDe(1) of video-to-video is ‘‘ﬁrst’’,
ORDe(2) of video-to-image is ‘‘second’’, ORDe(3)
of video-to-audio is ‘‘third’’, and ORDe(4) of
video-to-text is ‘‘fourth’’. With these orders, the
audio modality will be selected before the text
modality. Now, suppose the user’s orders of
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maintained. Denote uij as the user’s weight of
conversion j of object i. The weights are now used
to scale the distances dij’s between the maximum
content values of different modalities as depicted
in Fig. 5a. Note that the sum of dij’s is ﬁxed and
equal to the maximum content value of object i.
First, the scaled distances d sij can be computed by
P
uij r2Ii d ir
s
P
d ij .
(5)
d ij ¼
r2Ii uir d ir

conversions are speciﬁed as follows: ORDu(1) is
‘‘ﬁrst’’, ORDu(2) is ‘‘second’’, ORDu(3) is
‘‘fourth’’, and ORDu(4) is ‘‘third’’. That means
the user prefer the text modality to the audio
modality. The above algorithm ﬁrst takes the
video modality to check against other modalities
as in Steps 3 and 4; and the decision is not to
remove the video modality curve. Next, the
decision is similar for the image modality. However, in order not to select the audio modality
before the text modality, the audio modality curve
is removed by Step 4. The text modality curve is
also unaffected. Finally, the resultant modiﬁed
OCV model is depicted in Fig. 4.
(b) According to the weights of conversions
After specifying the orders of conversions, the
user can further give the weights of conversions. In
this case, the weights of conversions can be used to
adjust the conversion boundaries between the
modalities while the orders of conversions are

s
We
P see that
P sd ij ’s reﬂect the user preference and
j d ij ¼
j d ij . Then, the scale factor for modality
j is calculated as follows:
P
s
rXj;r2Ii d ir
sij ¼ P
.
(6)
rXj;r2Ii d ir

And the modiﬁed content value function is
rewritten as:
V i ¼ maxfsij  VM ij jj 2 Ii g.

Content
value

text

image

By this method, the modality curves are scaled
according to the user’s weights, while the maximum content value and the orders of conversions
remain unchanged. An example result of this
modiﬁcation is shown in Fig. 5b. The result of
modifying the OCV model according to the
weights of conversions is obviously changes in
the boundaries between the modalities. If the
weight of a conversion increases, the operating
range of the corresponding destination modality
(delimited by the boundaries) will be broadened.

video

audio curve
is removed

allocated
resource

Resource

Fig. 4. Modifying the overlapped content value model according to the user’s orders of conversions. In this example, the
audio curve is removed.

Content
value

Content
value

dis1

di1
di2
di3

max
content
value

max
dis2 content

value

dis3

di4

dis4

resource
(a)

(7)

resource
(b)

Fig. 5. Modifying the overlapped content value model according to the user’s weights of conversions. The weights are used to scale the
distances dij’s between the modality curves (a). The scaled curves reﬂect the user preference, while the maximum content value remains
unchanged (b).
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6. Resource allocation algorithm
6.1. Formulation of the single resource problem
The previous sections have quantiﬁed the
content value based on the OCV model, the
modality capability, and the user preference.
Now given that we have the ﬁnal content value
functions of the objects, we need to ﬁnd some
efﬁcient method to solve problem (2). In this
paper, our main concern is modality conversion,
which may exist no matter what types of resources
are involved. For simplicity, in this section we
consider only one practical resource—the datasize
of each object. Correspondingly, the only resource
constraint is the datasize constraint, i.e., the total
datasize available for a multimedia document. The
problem with multiple resource constraints is
reserved for our future research.
Denote Di as the datasize of object i, and Dc as
the datasize constraint. The content value function
can be represented by
V i ¼ f i ðDi ; Pi ; MÞ.

(8)

Problem (2) is now converted into an optimization
with a single constraint as follows:
Find Di for each object, so as to
maximize

N
X
i¼1

wi V i

while

N
X

423

which is somewhat similar to the application of
content adaptation. The principle of the Viterbi
algorithm lies in building a trellis to represent all
viable allocations at each instant, given all the
predeﬁned constraints. The basic terms used in the
algorithm are deﬁned as follows (Fig. 6):







Trellis: The trellis is made of all surviving paths
that link the initial node to the nodes in the ﬁnal
stage.
Stage: Each stage corresponds to an object to be
adapted.
Node: In our problem, each node is represented
by a pair (i,ai), where i ¼ 0 . . . N is the stage
number, and ai is the accumulated datasize of all
objects until this stage.
Branch: If selection k at stage i has the valuedatasize pair (Vik, Dik), then node ði  1; ai1 Þ
will be linked by a branch of value Vik to node
(i, ai) with:
ai ¼ ai1 þ Dik ,

(10)

satisfying (if not, the branch will not be linked):
ai pDc .

(11)

Datasize

Di pD .
c

(9)

Branches

V(i+1)2

i¼1

V(i+1)1

6.2. Optimal solution by the Viterbi algorithm
A content value function can be continuous or
discrete. If it is continuous, we may discretize it
because practical transcoding is done in the unit of
bits or bytes. In the following, we implicitly
suppose it is discrete, either originally or after
discretization. Then, a content value function will
have a ﬁnite number of selections. Meanwhile,
function (8), which is constituted from multiple
modality curves, is inherently non-concave. Thus
the above optimization can be solved optimally by
the Viterbi algorithm of dynamic programming
[27,12].
Apart from channel coding, the Viterbi algorithm has also been used in lossy compression [16],

V(i+1)2

Di2

Nodes

Vi2
V(i+1)1

Vi1
Di1

Stage i-1

Stage i

Stage i+1

Object i-1

Object i

Object i+1

Object

Fig. 6. Trellis diagram grown by the Viterbi algorithm. Each
stage corresponds to an object of the document, and each
branch corresponds to a selection for a given object. Each
branch has an associated pair of content value and datasize, for
example selection 1 at stage i has content value Vi1 and datasize
Di1. A path corresponds to a set of selections for all objects in
the document.
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Path: A path is a concatenation of branches. A
path from the ﬁrst stage to the ﬁnal stage
corresponds to a set of possible selections for all
objects.

From the above, we can immediately see that
the optimal path, corresponding to the optimal set
of selections, P
is the one having the highest
weighted sum N
i¼1 wi Vi (called the total content
value of the adapted document). We now apply the
Viterbi algorithm to generate the trellis and to ﬁnd
the optimal path as follows [27,12]:
Algorithm 2:
Step 0: i ¼ 0. Start from the initial node (0, 0)
Step 1: At each stage i, add possible branches to
the end nodes of the surviving paths. At each node,
a branch is grown for each of the available selections; the branch must satisfy condition (11).
Step 2: Among all paths arriving at a node in
stage i þ 1, the one having the highest accumulaP
ted sum of iþ1
t¼1 wt Vt is chosen, and the rest are
pruned.
Step 3: i ¼ i þ 1. If ipN go back to step 1,
otherwise go to step 4.
Step 4: At the ﬁnal stage, compare all surviving
paths then select the path having the highest value
P
of N
i¼1 wi Vi . That path corresponds to the optimal set of selections for all objects.
The complexity of this algorithm can be
estimated as follows. Suppose Hi is the maximum
datasize of object i, measured in a given transcoding unit (e.g., 1 KBs). That is, there are at most
H i þ 1 selections (including the selection of zero
datasize) on the content value function of object i.
Also, the resource constraint is Dc units. At stage i,
the number of nodes to be considered is
minðH 1 þ H 2 þ    þ H i ; Dc Þ; this excludes the
zero node (with accumulated datasize of zero)
because it has only one associated branch. The
best branch at a node on stage i is chosen among at
most H i þ 1 branches arriving at that node.
Moreover, the content value of each incoming
branch is calculated as the sum of the content
value accumulated in the path up to the previous
stage and the content value of the current branch.
So, for each node on stage i, the complexity is

linear with H i þ 1. The complexity at the stage i
will be O½ðH i þ 1Þ minðH 1 þ H 2 þ    þ H i ; Dc Þ.
The complexity of the ﬁrst stage ði ¼ 1Þ is not
taken into account because the operation at this
stage is just linking H 1 þ 1 branches. Also, backtracking to get the optimal path can be neglected
in estimating the order of complexity [27]. Then
the total complexity C of the algorithm is
( "
! #)
N
i
X
X
c
C¼O
ðH i þ 1Þ min
H m; D
. (12)
i¼2

m¼1

In practice, the problem of resource allocation
represented as a constrained optimization is often
solved by two basic methods: the Lagrangian
method and dynamic programming method [28].
In [24], the Lagrangian method is adopted to ﬁnd
the allocated amounts of resource. However, the
Lagrangian method is not really suitable with nonconcave content value functions. The drawback of
the Lagrangian method is illustrated in Fig. 7, in
which we have an AV object that may be
converted to audio and text. The concave hull of
the model is the curve (ABCD), where (BC) is a
linear segment. With the Lagrangian method, the
selected content version corresponds to the contact
point of the concave hull with a tangent line
having a slope l, called the Lagrangian multiplier.
Because segment (BC) is linear, the points on that
segment, except B and C, are never selected. This
leads to an unexpected consequence: the points
below the concave hull (e.g., points around the
conversion boundaries) are not selected. In particular, if a modality curve lies below the concave
hull (as the audio curve in Fig. 7), that modality is

Content
value
D
tangent line of
slope λ
B
A

C

AV
audio
text
resource

Fig. 7. Drawback of Lagrangian method. The solution ranges
include only segments (AB) and (CD).
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never reached. The actual range of selections is
also limited, e.g. (AB) and (CD) in Fig. 7. In this
case, we see that the allocated datasize may be
either much larger or much smaller than the
amount that is actually needed. A similar example
of this issue can be found in [28].
The advantage of dynamic programming is that
it can work with non-concave content value
functions, while its disadvantage is high complexity. However, in Section 7, through practical
considerations, we will show that the Viterbi
algorithm of dynamic programming has potential
for real-time computation of the decision engine.

Content
value

considered

425

omitted

considered

threshold

selection
k

selection
k+1

selection
k+2

resource

Fig. 8. Illustration of the threshold technique. Selection k is the
last considered, selection k þ 1 is omitted because the content
value difference is within the threshold. Selection k þ 2 is
considered because the content value difference with selection k
is higher than the threshold.

6.3. Fast approximation
Given a number of objects and a value of
resource constraint, we see that the complexity of
algorithm 2 will decrease if the number of
selections of each object is reduced. For this
purpose, one can intuitively omit or merge some
neighboring selections of high amounts of resource
because the resource changes between those
selections are small, compared to their absolute
amounts of resource.
In this subsection, we propose an efﬁcient
approximation that can be applied to any range
of resource amount. We note that in the searching
process at each stage, if the current selection has a
negligible content value change compared to the
last un-omitted selection (called the last considered
selection), this selection can be omitted. The
‘‘omittable’’ selections are often either very close
to other selections or lie in the saturate range of
the content value function. So, if we set a
minimum threshold for the changes of the content
value, we can reduce the number of selections
considered for each object by omitting the selections having content value changes within the
threshold. This threshold technique is illustrated in
Fig. 8. Here, selection k is already considered, and
selection k þ 1 is omitted because the content
value difference is smaller than the threshold.
However, selection k þ 2 is considered because the
content value difference (w.r.t. selection k) is
higher than the threshold.
Denote k* as the last considered selection, we
have the fast approximation algorithm as follows:

Algorithm 3:
Step 0: i ¼ 0. Start from the initial node (0, 0)
Step 1: At each stage i, add possible branches to
the end nodes of surviving paths. At each node, do
the following:
Step 1.1: Add branch for selection k ¼ 0
Step 1.2: Check the selection k ðk40Þ: if
jV ðiþ1Þk  V ðiþ1Þk j4 threshold and if condition
(11) is satisﬁed, add branch for selection k and let
k ¼ k.
Step 1.3: k ¼ k þ 1. If kpH i , go back to
Step 1.2, otherwise go to Step 2.
Step 2: Among all paths arriving at a node in
stage i þ 1, the one having the highest accumulaP
ted sum of iþ1
t¼1 wt Vt is chosen, and the rest are
pruned.
Step 3: I ¼ i þ 1. If ipN go to Step 1, otherwise
go to Step 4.
Step 4: At the ﬁnal stage, compare all surviving
paths then select the path having the highest value
P
of N
i¼1 wi Vi . That path corresponds to the optimal set of selections for all objects.
The difference between algorithms 2 and 3 lies in
Step 1. This modiﬁed step constantly checks the
content value changes and tries to connect a
branch only if the content value difference between
the current selection and the last considered one is
greater than the threshold. This technique is
applicable to any range of resource amount
because the omittable selections can exist anywhere, especially when the content value function
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has several saturate intervals. Let Gi be the number
of considered selections for object i, the complexity
C0 of this fast algorithm is computed similarly to
that of algorithm 2, which is given by
( "
! #)
N
i
X
X
0
c
C ¼O
G i min
H m; D
.
(13)
i¼2

m¼1

The value of Gi depends on the threshold. In the
experiments part, we will show how good values of
the threshold can be empirically obtained.

7. Experiments
We have developed a test bed for providing
adaptive multimedia services in heterogeneous
environments [15]. The system is compatible with
Part 7 (Digital Item Adaptation) of the MPEG-21
standard [14]. Multimedia documents and various
metadata (user preference, terminal/network characteristics, etc.) are created in the form of Digital
Items (DIs) of MPEG-21 and validated against the
standardized schemas. The presentation of an
adapted document at a terminal is controlled by
an XSL (eXtensible Stylesheet Language) stylesheet [17]. As well, modality curves are stored as
utility functions of MPEG-21 DIA AdaptationQoS
[14]. Our adaptation engine is integrated onto a
Windows 2000 server, whose conﬁguration is a
Pentium IV 2.6 GHz with 1 GB RAM.
For our experiments, we employ a multimedia
document of six independent objects. Originally,
object 1 is a short AV clip; objects 2, 3, 4 and 5 are
JPEG images; and object 6 is a text paragraph.
The AV object (object 1) has a maximum datasize
of 1500 KBs and a length of 8 s. The maximum
datasizes of the four image objects are 731, 834,
773, and 813 KBs. And the maximum datasize of
the text object is 8 KBs. Upon the user’s request,
the multimedia document is adapted to meet the
datasize constraint and then downloaded to the
terminal as a normal Web page. In our system,
content transcoding is simply done ofﬂine.
The OCV model of each object is obtained by
curve-ﬁtting to the empirical data provided by
subjective tests. Fig. 9 shows the six OCV models
of the six objects. To illustrate clearly the

conversion boundaries, we show only the beginning parts of the OCV models. The OCV models in
Fig. 9a and b are actually obtained from the
operational models depicted in Fig. 3a and b. Note
that in the OCV model of Fig. 9a, the audio curve
is below the concave hull, so audio modality will
be ignored if the Lagrangian method is used. To
apply algorithm 2, the content value functions are
discretized with the transcoding unit of 1 KB.
Actually, the functions can be discretized more
sparsely, especially at a high amount of resource,
to reduce the number of selections. The default
orders of conversions for the objects are described
in Table 1; and the default weights of conversions
of the objects are 1. The importance values wi’s of
the six objects are set to be 1, 0.55, 0.5, 0.6, 0.55,
and 0.15. These values are subjectively decided
based on the relative importance of the objects in
the document.
7.1. Experiments on the adaptation to the datasize
constraint and the user preference
To check the response of the adaptation system,
we ﬁrst use the default user preference and vary the
datasize constraint Dc. Each row of Table 2 shows
one document version adapted to a value of Dc.
In this table, the ﬁrst column is Dc; each object
has two columns—one for the datasize and the
other for the modality; and the last column is
the total content value of the adapted document.
We can see that as Dc decreases, the datasizes
of the objects are reduced to satisfy the datasize constraint of the whole document. Also, at
certain points, the modalities of the objects are
converted to meet the constraint and to give the
highest possible total content value. The conversions of the objects follow the default orders of
conversion. For example, as Dc decreases, object 1
has modalities of AV, AI, audio, and text in
succession.
We also carry out an experiment without
modality conversion, in which the OCV model of
each object contains only the curve of the original
modality. The result is shown in Table 3. We see
that when modality conversion is not applied,
some objects may be discarded as the resource
constraint is reduced. In contrast, in Table 2, the
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Fig. 9. The OCV models for the six objects of the experimental document: AV object (a); image objects (b), (c), (d), and (f);
text object (f).
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Table 2
Results of adapted documents with modality conversion and with default user preference
Dc (KBs) Object 1

Object 2

Object 3

Object 4

Object 5

Object 6

Content value

D1 (KBs) Mod D2 (KBs) Mod D3 (KBs) Mod D4 (KBs) Mod D5 (KBs) Mod D6 (KBs) Mod
3000
1000
600
500
100
70
40
10

701
264
176
85
41
39
12
2

AV
AV
AV
AI
AI
AI
A
T

585
186
107
104
22
21
18
2

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
T

562
178
102
100
15
2
2
1

I
I
I
I
I
T
T
T

588
187
106
104
16
2
2
1

I
I
I
I
I
T
T
T

556
177
101
99
2
2
2
1

I
I
I
I
T
T
T
T

8
8
8
8
4
4
4
3

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

33.37
31.93
30.44
29.76
18.42
15.12
11.77
7.76

Each row shows one version of document with a corresponding value of datasize constraint Dc in the ﬁrst column. Here, Mod means
modality and AV, AI, I, A, T mean ‘‘audio+video’’, ‘‘audio+image’’, image, audio, and text modalities respectively.
Table 3
Results of adapted documents without modality conversion.
Dc (KBs) Object 1

Object 2

Object 3

Object 4

Object 5

Object 6

Content value

D1 (KBs) Mod D2 (KBs) Mod D3 (KBs) Mod D4 (KBs) Mod D5 (KBs) Mod D6 (KBs) Mod
3000
1000
600
500
100
70
40
10

701
264
176
154
0
0
0
0

AV
AV
AV
AV

585
186
107
87
26
18
13
0

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

562
178
102
82
22
16
12
0

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

588
187
106
87
24
17
13
8

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

556
177
101
82
24
16
0
0

I
I
I
I
I
I

8
8
8
8
4
3
2
2

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

33.37
31.93
30.44
29.68
14.10
11.19
7.23
2.31

As the datasize constraint is reduced, some objects are allocated with zero amount of resource, i.e. the objects are removed.

objects are converted to other modalities to
maintain some meaning for the user. And the
consequence is that when modality conversion is
applied, the total content value of the adapted
document is always higher than, or equal to, the
case where only content scaling is employed. For
example, when Dc ¼ 70 KBs, the total content
value of the adapted document in Table 1 is 15.12,
compared to the corresponding value of 11.19 in
Table 3. In Fig. 10, this behavior is depicted over a
large interval of constraint value. It can be seen
that the advantage of modality conversion becomes clear as the datasize constraint is reduced to
below 500 KBs.
From Table 2, we note that as Dc is reduced,
object 1 is converted to AI, to audio, and ﬁnally to
text modality as a result of default orders of

conversions. Now, the user may prefer that, after
the AI modality, object 1 should be converted to
text modality. Using the modality conversion
preference, the user changes the order of AV-toaudio to ‘‘fourth’’, and the order of AV-to-text to
‘‘third’’. Fig. 11 shows the modiﬁed OCV model of
object 1, where audio curve is removed (as in the
example in Section 4.2.2). The corresponding
adapted documents are described in Table 4, in
which the user’s need is obviously satisﬁed. Now,
as object 1 is converted, it will be converted to AI
and then to text modality.
In addition, we see in Table 2 that object 1 is
converted to AI modality when Dc is reduced to
500 KBs. Suppose that the user still wishes to
watch the video modality beyond this constraint
value, then the user increases the weight of the
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Fig. 10. The total content value of the adapted document w.r.t. the datasize constraint. In the low-value range of constraint, the
adaptation with modality conversion provides higher content value than the adaptation without modality conversion.

7.2. Experiments on the performance of the decision
engine

10

content value
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AV curve
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datasize

Fig. 11. The modiﬁed OCV model of object 1 (AV object) when
the order of AV-to-text conversion is ‘‘third’’ and the order of
AV-to-audio conversion is ‘‘fourth’’. According to algorithm 1,
the audio curve is now removed.

AV-to-AV conversion to 2 for example. Fig. 12
shows the corresponding modiﬁed OCV model of
object 1, where the conversion boundary of AV-toAI is now at 97 KBs, compared to 125 KBs in
Fig. 9a. Table 5 shows the adaptations subject to
this user preference. We see that now the AV
modality, obviously with a lower quality (datasize
of 111 KBs), is retained even at Dc ¼ 300 KBs.
However, this tradeoff between modality and
quality is acceptable to the user.

The above experiments show that the system
adapts effectively to different conditions of the
datasize constraint as well as the user preference.
Now, using the default user preference, we check
the performance, including the processing time
and the optimality, of the decision engine. First we
employ algorithm 2 for the decision engine. The
continuous lines in Fig. 13a and b show respectively the total content value of the adapted
document and the processing time (to ﬁnd the
optimal solution) versus different values of Dc. We
see that, using algorithm 2 (threshold ¼ 0), the
processing time of the decision engine is smaller
than 0.3 s, which is good for the real-time
requirement. This result is actually due to the fact
that there are only six objects in the document.
Next, to reduce the processing time, we try to
apply algorithm 3. Before that, we need to estimate
a ‘‘good threshold’’ by considering the content
value and the processing time versus different
thresholds, given some ﬁxed values of the datasize
constraint. These relationships are depicted in
Fig. 14 for three cases, Dc ¼ 4500, 2500 KBs, and
700 KBs. We see that the total content value is
reduced just a little even when the threshold is
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Table 4
Results of adapted documents when the user’s order of AV-to-text conversion is ‘‘third’’ and the user’s order of AV-to-audio
conversion is ‘‘fourth’’.
Dc (KBs) Object 1

Object 2

Object 3

Object 4

Object 5

Object 6

Content value

D1 (KBs) Mod D2 (KBs) Mod D3 (KBs) Mod D4 (KBs) Mod D5 (KBs) Mod D6 (KBs) Mod
600
500
100
70
40
10

176
85
41
37
2
2

AV
AI
AI
AI
AI
T

107
104
22
14
16
2

I
I
I
I
I
T

102
100
15
1
1
1

I
I
I
T
T
T

106
104
16
13
16
1

I
I
I
I
I
T

101
99
2
1
1
1

I
I
T
T
T
T

8
8
4
4
4
3

T
T
T
T
T
T

30.44
29.76
18.42
15.11
11.75
7.76

Object 1 is converted to AI modality and then to text modality as Dc is reduced. Note that in Table 2, object 1 is converted to audio
modality before being converted to text modality.
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Fig. 12. The modiﬁed OCV model of object 1 (AV object) when
the weight of AV-to-AV conversion is 2. Now, the conversion
boundary of AV-to-AI is at 97 KBs, compared to 125 KBs in
Fig. 9a.

increased up to 0.2. As well, the threshold seems to
have more effect when Dc is higher. This is because
with the small values of Dc (e.g. Dc ¼ 700 KBs),
the datasizes of adapted objects lie in small-value
ranges. In these ranges, the slope of a content
value function is often high, or the content value
differences of adjacent selections are often larger
than the thresholds. This suggests that when the
resource constraint is low, the threshold technique
may be unnecessary. From Fig. 14 we can guess
that, when the threshold is around 0.02, the
complexity may be reduced to one tenth while
the total content value remains nearly the same.

The dashed lines in Fig. 13a and b show the
performance of the decision engine using algorithm 3 with threshold ¼ 0.02. Now we can see
that the processing time is much reduced, i.e.
below 0.03 s compared to 0.3 s of algorithm 2;
meanwhile, the total content value decreases very
little.
In previous experiments, there were only six
objects in the document. Now we add some more
image objects, which are practically of the most
popular modality, to see how the processing time
depends on the number of objects. The maximum
datasize of each added image object is 900 KBs.
The datasize constraint is now set to be rather
high, at Dc ¼ 5000 KBs. Fig. 15 shows the
relationship of the processing time versus the
number of objects for various cases. When the
transcoding unit is 1KBs, we have two cases:
threshold ¼ 0 (algorithm 2) and threshold ¼ 0.02
(algorithm 3). We see that when the number of
objects is more than 20, the processing time of
algorithm 2 is a little high (over 2 s), but the result
of the fast approximation algorithm is very
interesting. With threshold ¼ 0.02, the processing
time for the document of as many as 30 objects is
still below 0.5 s. Fig. 15 also illustrates the case
where the threshold is 0 but the transcoding unit is
doubled (2 KBs). In this case, the processing time
is also signiﬁcantly reduced (just about 1 s). This
shows the potential of low processing time when
the content value functions are more sparsely
discretized.
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Table 5
Results of the adapted documents when the weight of AV-to-AV conversion is 2.
Dc (KBs) Object 1

Object 2

Object 3

Object 4

Object 5

Object 6

Content value

D1 (KBs) Mod D2 (KBs) Mod D3 (KBs) Mod D4 (KBs) Mod D5 (KBs) Mod D6 (KBs) Mod
600
500
300
100
70
40
10

176
154
111
36
12
1
1

AV
AV
AV
AI
A
T
T

107
87
47
21
18
17
1

I
I
I
I
I
I
T

102
82
44
19
16
1
1

I
I
I
I
I
T
T

106
87
47
20
20
17
1

I
I
I
I
I
I
T

101
82
44
1
1
1
1

I
I
I
T
T
T
T

8
8
7
3
3
3
5

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

30.44
29.68
26.50
17.21
13.96
10.74
7.33

Now, object 1 retains its AV modality even at Dc ¼ 300 KBs. Note that in Table 2 the object 1 is converted to AI modality at
Dc ¼ 500 KBs.
35
30

20
33.5
4000

4100

4200

4300

4400

4500

10

processing time (s)

content value

25

15

threshold = 0
threshold = 0.02

0.3

33.6

0.2

0.1

threshold = 0
threshold = 0.02

5

0

0
0

1000

3000

2000

4000

datasize constraint (KBs)

(a)

0

5000

(b)

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

datasize constraint (KBs)

Fig. 13. Performance comparison of the decision engines using algorithm 2 (i.e., threshold ¼ 0) and algorithm 3 (threshold ¼ 0.02). (a)
shows the total content value of the adapted document and (b) shows the processing time with respect to different values of datasize
constraint. We see that when threshold ¼ 0.02, the processing time is much reduced while the total content value is nearly the same.

0.3

37

Dc=4500KBs
Dc=2500KBs
Dc=700KBs

processing time (s)

content value

34
31
28
25

Dc=4500KBs
Dc=2500KBs
Dc=700KBs

22

0.2

0.1

0

19
0

(a)

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

0.1

0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18

threshold

0

0.2

(b)

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

0.1

0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18

0.2

threshold

Fig. 14. The total content value of the adapted document (a) and the processing time (b) vs. threshold. We can see that when threshold
is 0.02, the processing time can be reduced to one tenth while the total content value changes just a little.
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3.0

processing time (s)

unit=1KBs, threshold=0
unit=1KBs, threshold=0.02
unit=2KBs, threshold=0
2.0

1.0

0.0
0

3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

30

number of objects

Fig. 15. Dependence of the processing time vs. the number of
objects. With transcoding unit ¼ 1 KBs and threshold ¼ 0.02,
the processing time of a 30 object document is still below 0.5 s;
while with trancoding unit ¼ 2 KBs and threshold ¼ 0, the
processing time is just about 1 s.

7.3. Discussions
The experiments quantitatively verify that, to
deliver multimedia documents under the low
resource constraint, using modality conversion in
combination with content scaling would bring
more beneﬁt to the user than using content scaling
only. However, building the OCV models in a
cost-effective way is necessary for the preparation
of content descriptions. Besides the subjective test,
the perceptual quality and semantic quality of
certain modalities (e.g., video, image) can be
estimated using computational methods. For
example, the perceptual quality of image and
video can be reliably estimated using Human
Visual System based methods [41]. The contentbased framework [18] is also very promising to
estimate the multidimensional quality of multimedia contents. Currently, we are studying modelbased methods to obtain the semantic quality for
domain-speciﬁc applications.
As to the modality conversion preference, the
order of conversion is rather straightforward for
the end user to specify; while the weight of
conversion is not so easy. However, if a provider
in the content delivery chain (considered as a
‘‘User’’ in the context of MPEG-21 multimedia
framework [14]) has the OCV models in advance,
the provider can make use of this parameter to
modify the OCV models according to his/her QoS
policy. Besides that, it is possible to learn end user

behavior and then estimate the user preference.
This is an interesting topic for our future work.
The threshold technique in essence aims at
reducing the number of considered selections by
omitting the ‘‘negligible’’ ones. In practice, the
thresholds can be empirically estimated in advance
and one or more thresholds can be stored as
parameters of content description of the document.
The number of selections can be further reduced by
various techniques. For example, the threshold
may be adaptive to the slope of content value
function, so as to remove more selections when
possible. In fact, the selections on a content value
function may be very sparsely spaced. For example, the number of scaling levels using requantization for video and image often varies from 1 to 31.
Furthermore, a human normally is able to
differentiate just a small number of quality levels,
regardless of the number of resources. As such, the
number of practical selections for each object is not
really high (about several hundreds or dozens from
our experience), which is not burdensome for the
decision engine even in the multiple resource case.
Moreover, a special point is that the number of
objects to be transcoded in a multimedia document
is not many, normally not more than several
dozens. This is actually a major reason for the
potential real-time support of the decision engine.
In addition, there are some simple techniques to
reduce the number of objects in a document. For
example, by analyzing the document or using the
content description, we can discard the semantically less important objects [30], or we can
heuristically select the large objects to be transcoded, leaving the small objects intact. As well,
some similar objects in the document, e.g. all
images of the sports genre, can be grouped into a
combined object. Taking advantage of these
practical techniques, the Viterbi algorithm can be
applied to the decision engine to solve in real-time
the complex problem of content adaptation.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a systematic
approach to tackle modality conversion, an important aspect in adapting multimedia documents.
We stressed that the decision engine is the most
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important part of an adaptation engine, for both
online and ofﬂine transcodings. The mechanism of
the decision engine was then formulated by an
extended framework supporting a wide context of
content adaptation, including the content descriptions across different modalities, the user preference, and the modality capability. We proposed
the overlapped content value model to harmonize
different modalities of a content object. The
modality conversion preference was used to give
users more freedom in customizing the modalities
of adapted contents. The Viterbi algorithm of
dynamic programming was employed to optimally
allocate resource to different content objects. Our
experiments demonstrated that modality conversion helps increase the overall content value of
adapted multimedia documents under limited
resource availability. The combination of the
overlapped content value model, the modality
conversion preference, and the dynamic programming method, was a crucial point in making
efﬁcient decisions on modality conversion as well
as content scaling, so as to meet various conditions
of the resource constraint and the user preference.
Our future work will focus on the automation of
online transcoding, in terms of both content
scaling and modality conversion. In addition,
when the content objects are adapted, their content
descriptions should also be modiﬁed. This modiﬁcation, called ‘‘metadata adaptation’’, will be
explored and deployed in our system in the future.
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